SPIRIT ENERGY
DP3 and DP4
Decommissioning Services
SUMMARY

Provision of engineering, project management, and offshore services to prepare DP3 and DP4
topsides for lighthouse mode and future removal, including full decommissioning services
support, and the provision of intervention teams to operate the asset alongside Spirit Energy
as the Joint Services Operator (JSO)

REGION

East Irish Sea, UK

DURATION

15 months of initial onshore support followed by one year of offshore support
(94,000 engineering hours, 81,000 offshore hours)

VALUE

£16 million

SCOPE OF WORK

PD&MS began working with Spirit Energy by supporting them through financial investment
decision gate into detailed design. This was followed by PD&MS providing detailed onshore
engineering, Safety Case updates and the simultaneous execution of preparatory scopes on
Normally Unmanned Installations before providing all support services offshore during a oneyear drill rig campaign to plug and abandon platform wells and two remote subsea wells.
The mindset of the project is ‘design for decommissioning’,
and throughout the engineering phase, the team was
encouraged to challenge the traditional approach.
Approved and empowered by Spirit Energy, PD&MS
provided Project Engineering Authorities across key
technical disciplines to oversee the engineering design.

Construction-led solutions were produced, with the
expectation that traditional engineering solutions would
be challenged to ensure that the proposed methodologies
were safe yet pragmatic and cost-effective.

SPIRIT ENERGY

DP3 and DP4 Decommissioning Services
SCOPE OF WORK ACTIVITIES
The DSC contract initially entailed the following
core activities, oriented toward taking the DP3
and DP4 assets to a safe state, ready for the
removals contractor:
Asset integrity scopes
Ensuring the platform’s secondary and tertiary
steelwork and any ancillary is in a suitable
condition for safe access up to and throughout
the achievement of global isolations and
lighthouse mode. This activity also considers
any dropped objects or anomalies which would
have the prospect of introducing risk to topside
removal within the two years from lighthouse
mode to removal.
Wellbay clearance scopes
Ensuring any wellbay area obstructions that may
impact the well plugging and abandonment (P&A)
activities have been identified and redressed to
allow for the safe and effective P&A of all wells.
Pigging and flushing
Ensuring subsea pipelines are taken to a flushed
and safe state by the pigging and flushing
contractor. The pigging operation was conducted
as a direct PD&MS subcontract.
Global isolations scope
Ensuring all engineering, design, procurement
and execution activities are completed to allow
isolation of all process, instrument, electrical and
telecoms equipment between DP3/DP4 from
CPP1 and other connected infrastructure.
Engineering down and clean (EDC)
Ensuring the topsides facilities are taken to the
non-hazardous classification according to the
Energy Institute’s EI15 standards and guidelines
and demonstrating the specified cleanliness
levels have been achieved to make safe for
lighthouse mode and eventual topsides removal.
Aids to Navigation (AtoN)
Supporting the design and installation of AtoNs in
line with the regulator’s requirements to facilitate
the transition to lighthouse mode.
Rig interface support
Providing design, equipment, and materials
to allow for safe and effective hook up of the
Spirit Energy nominated jack-up drill rig while
also providing increased Life Saving and EER
equipment to support POB increases during jackup drill rig COMOPS.
Deck strengthening
Designing, fabricating, procuring and installing
any required deck grillages to allow for the safe
landing and support of all P&A and pigging
equipment skids.
Laser scanning survey of DP3
Performing a complete topsides laser survey and
collating data into a ‘point cloud’ model.

Additional scopes
Spirit Energy subsequently added several
additional scopes to the contracted scope of
work, including:
Relocation and removal of NUI crane boom(s)
Supporting Spirit Energy and its contractor in
relocating the NUI cranes during intervention
visits. The client also requested the subsequent
removal of the crane booms.
Global structural analysis
Reviewing the Staad global integrity model for
the primary structure and analysis of the load
conditions that could be seen by the structure
during the Execute phase. This developed into a
review and analysis of the DP3&4 finite element
models under load cases throughout the project’s
lifecycle, including the P&A campaign by others.
Support to Bains subsea flushing
Flushing the pipeline between the Bains subsea
well and the central complex was executed from a
DSV as part of the broader field decommissioning
programme. PD&MS was asked to support with
onshore discipline engineering and technical
safety support, followed up by offshore support
during the flushing campaign.
Provision of personnel
PD&MS provided several general services in
support of the wider project objectives, primarily
the provision of personnel.
NUI intervention offshore team
Satisfying Spirit Energy’s intervention team
minimum standards, including an OIM, Production
Technician, ERT and Helideck teams.
Project management and services team
Providing the necessary planning, cost, project
engineering and project management support
throughout the project.
Technical safety engineering support
Aided in managing all technical safety
engineering, safety case management and other
HSSE and safety engineering activities as directed
by Spirit Energy.
EA2 (engineering authority support)
Aiding in the management of all discipline
technical engineering decisions and providing
technical input to DSC engineering activities.
Secondment of various operations specialists
Operations engineers with asset-specific
experience and specialist knowledge aid in
managing all project scope, including those
outside the boundaries of the DSC scopes. The
secondment of various operations specialists will
form part of the “Operator Project Management”
Spirit Work Breakdown Structure.
Coarse SIMOPS
Providing a coarse review of all significant deck
activities with a specific focus around the first
30-day mechanical window on each asset and
concurrent operations during this period.

CHALLENGES
The restricted access to the NUI worksites,
restricted by the Civil Aviation Authority’s
permission to land, combined with unpredictable
weather and the need to perform mandatory
asset maintenance routines, proved challenging
for this project.
However, with an agile, multi-skill team in place,
PD&MS overcame these challenges to carry out
the work scopes and act as an effective joint
service operator.
Close collaboration and clear communication
between the project team and the asset
team throughout the project allowed for an
integrated approach.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
——

Forecasted savings of approximately
£1.8m against base scopes

——

175,000 hours LTI-free to date, including
support of major asset shutdown scope
and NUI interventions

——

Reduced duration of the initial drill rig
campaign preparing the NUIs for well P&A

——

Efficiencies realised by the client
resulting through the adoption of
collaborative behaviours

——

Several additional scopes awarded to
PD&MS above the base requirements

——

Successful interfacing with the
Independent Verification Body (IVB) and
the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
on behalf of the client

FEEDBACK
Client feedback has been highly positive, with
recognition given to the onshore team and the
offshore team’s work ethic.

“Between you, you have done a
power of work, safely, to get DP4
ready for rig arrival and well P&A.
The significance of the crane move
cannot be underestimated. That saves
considerable rig time. Add that to
the well bay clearance, choke valve
removal, and all the interfaces work
you have done, [and it] puts us in the
best possible shape for when the drill
rig arrives.”
Find out more about PD&MS’ late life and
decommissioning services.

pdms-group.com

